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Rebecca Morgan
Geraldine Provence
Heat waves shimmer over the half-grown corn stalks, but she
cannot wait. It will need digging before feeding time. The stock
will stray if she is late penning them. Taking the heavy spade, she
paces six feet from the center and to the side of Aunt Grace and
starts moving the black earth.
He'd took sick of a sudden on Monday late and died this
morning afore day. Thursday it is. Josiah had worked the place
with her help since they had moved out here from her parents'
home fifteen summers past.
Placing her heavy brogan and her weight onto the spade, she
struggles, digging deeper into black earth under the shade of the
oak. Josiah had picked the burial site when they had lost Aunt
Grace. Said it commanded the valley.
The sun hangs low as she hefts herself out of the finished grave
and pauses only to drink deeply from the gourd dipper on the
water shelf. She enters the cabin and shortly reappears silhouetted
in the doorway bearing the weight of her dead husband on her
shoulders. He is wrapped in the sheet from their bed, on which he
died. Rebecca angles herself and the body out the cabin door and
bends her knees to feel with her foot for the block step, all the
while careful to keep the weight balanced, remembering her Pa's
words, "Use your common sense, girl. Get under the load and use
balance."
She lays him out parallel to the hole, and from inside the grave,
eases his lean corpse down beside her and uses her arms to sweep
the loose earth into the grave.
"This'll have to do 'til morning. No varmints can get at you. I'll
finish and say words over you proper at first light."
Tomorrow, she thinks, will be soon enough to take the trail out
to his brother's place. His only kin. She'll need to get on back
afterward. The varmints know when you're not about the place.
There is no need nor sense in skipping the dusk routine.
Feed the cow and the other animals, make the place secure against
the night prowlers. She heard a panther scream like a woman
from out across the valley two nights before and can ill afford to
lose the shoats or the horse needed for plowing. The cow stands
waiting outside the pen, where her calf is bawling to be fed.
Old Hap sets up a ruckus. She calls out to him and clips the
fastener to his collar to keep him in the clearing. He is as good a
watchdog as can be, but needs restraint. Otherwise, he's likely to
be off on the trail of a rabbit.
The firelight gives off enough light to see by as she moves
about the sparsely furnished familiar room. Everything is in its
place. Rebecca hangs her hat beside Josiah's, ties on her apron and
sets one place at the table - one plate and a spoon.
The cabin is solid. She and Josiah had set it level into hillside,
using logs split square for the foundation and support beams. It
had been Josiah's thought to haul flat stones from the creek bottom
on which to rest the foundation and fill in the openings between
the logs. To keep the winter winds out, he had said. The stone
chimney, too, is solid. Rebecca puts two pieces of the firewood
Josiah had split on the coals to warm the evening meal of corn
meal mush, which she will eat with beans from the day before.
Tall, raw-boned, her plain features are framed by a mass of
curly, greying auburn hair, which she coils each morning into a
bun at the nape of her neck. She unwinds the hair by pulling out
the three bone hairpins given to her by her Pa when she was just a
girl.
Rebecca's Pa had brought the family, her Ma and his sister,
Grace, and herself, out to the wilderness of Kentucky from
Virginia when she was eight years old. Rebecca had not minded
helping him with his planting, crop tending and such during the
day and looked forward to his teaching her to read and write by
the fire in the evenings. She thinks of her Pa and longs for some
kin to share the passing of Josiah as she drifts off to sleep, bone
weary.
Dead and buried. Before day, she wakes to the thought of the
grave still raw and the words not said. Rebecca moves quickly to
hitch the horse to the wagon to haul stones. She chooses flat
limestones, which she raises by prying them from the creek
bottom with a pole for leverage and slides the stones, one at a
time on two thin poles, which she has leaned against the creek
bank. Rebecca then props the poles against the wagon bed and
quickly eases the stones into the wagon, thinking how she and
Josiah had come in the early days to picnic in the clearing near
the creek. Used to lay out on the grass and watch the clouds sail
past and talk about things. What they'd name the children and
such like.
Yesterday before day, Rebecca recalls, she had bathed the
body, combed the hair and mustache, closed the eyes and tied
the jaw. She had dressed him in clean clothes. Josiah, who was
always first up to light the fire and see to morning chores,
looked to Rebecca as if he were play-acting, patiently satisfying
some whim of hers - playing possum - so as she could see the
fit of the shirt and trousers she had sewed for him in the winter.
Rebecca pushes the heavy stones off the wagon, where they
fall beside Josiah's grave. The horse stands patiently in the
traces. Sunlight is just filtering into the valley, burning off the
morning mist, when she finishes rolling the stones into place.
She stands at the foot of the grave and speaks the words asking
their Maker to look kindly on Josiah, who never harmed a living
thing except out of necessity. And, then to Josiah, that she will
let his brother, Ben, know of his passing and be back by dark the
next day.
Josiah had been troubled off and on with pain in his side for
several days, but never let on much. But she could tell by the
way he was off his food and the drawn look about him. When
she'd asked him, he'd made light of it, saying only, "It'll pass."
Monday he'd come in early from the bottom, where he'd been
staking the young apple trees. He'd been all bent over, holding
his side and sweating.
Even had Rebecca known the seriousness, it would have been
of no use. The closest doctor was a twenty-five mile ride one
way and she would not have left Josiah alone to ride out.
Unhitching the wagon in the space beside the corncrib, she
puts a blanket and gear on the horse and mounts. Horse and
rider disappear from the clearing. Only the creak of leather and
the occasional snort of the horse break their steady, silent,
westward movement with the sun toward the main road.
It would be different if there was someone else about the place.
Had there been children, surely they would have been able to raise
them and there would now be a family to see to. Or if there was
only someone needing a home. The place gives plenty for a
family. It always had.
This plentifulness was how she and Josiah had been able to
have Aunt Grace live with them. She'd been a simple soul, kind of
childlike, who depended on them. It had been a sad time when
Aunt Grace passed. They had known she would die young, since
it is the way with those who are forever children. Still, she and
Josiah had grieved for Aunt Grace.
Rebecca and Josiah used to smile remembering her, how with
hands on hips, head to one side, Aunt Grace, with assumed
seriousness, would tell Josiah that he needed to see to that Old
Hap. Old Hap had been chasing the squirrels from the dooryard.
One squirrel, in particular. The squirrel which ate corn and shelled
acorns from Aunt Grace's hand.
With six grains of corn and two shelled acorns in her open
palm, Aunt Grace would sit on the stoop, look straight ahead and
wait. Pretty soon, here would come Fluffy Tail to eat daintily,
while Aunt Grace slowly lowered her eyes to watch, hardly daring
to breathe. Aunt Grace expected Josiah to take Hap in hand and
teach him to mind.
For the longest time afterward, it had seemed that Aunt Grace
was beside her, or Rebecca would hear her chair scrape, only to
realize that she was gone.
Rebecca wrote in a tablet everything she could recall about
Aunt Grace in the winter following her death. She spoke to her
through the journal about happenings since her passing as if Aunt
Grace were somehow aware of the changing seasons and Fluffy
Tail looking for his friend. She had continued putting the six
grains of corn and two shelled acorns on the stoop where Fluffy
Tail could get at them. And yes, Aunt Grace, you 11 notice that Old
Hap has learned to leave the squirrels in the dooiyard alone.
In the evenings Rebecca and Josiah would sit a spell before
going to bed. The stillness was everywhere, after Aunt Grace
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died. Josiah had looked to Rebecca, and they spoke quietly
remembering Aunt Grace's fractiousness when the evening ritual
of "Who is your favorite aunt?" was forgotten. On hearing "Aunt
Grace," she had hugged them and gone to bed, content that they
should be the ones to blow out the lantern and bank the fire.
The horse's steady rhythmic pace brings Rebecca out of the
valley onto the ridge. It is a good three miles more before they
will enter the main trail. There has never been enough passing to
make a sign of a path from the cabin out. Seasons of dropped
foliage in the oak thicket and pines blanket the ground, cushioning
the sounds of their passing. The sun is warm on Rebecca's worn,
black hat. The wide brim shades her eyes. Some mountain
women go about bareheaded, but Rebecca has worn a hat when
outdoors since working with her Pa as a child.
Rebecca has missed having a woman about for company. With
another woman, there is the chance to talk about woman things.
Some might ask why Rebecca never spoke of woman things to
Josiah and her answer would take some thought and maybe she
would not be able to give it words, saying it is an instinct like with
the wild things just knowing their kind.
Watching for signs of water to relieve their thirst, Rebecca
thinks how she had never been with a man other than Josiah. In
the hills, the neighbors were scattered for miles and it was a rare
passing that had brought anyone to her Pa's place. She had been
content to live on the homeplace and took no particular offense at
being a spinster. Then, who should come down from the
mountains, but Josiah Morgan, offering himself to her Pa for
whatever work needed doing. Rebecca's Pa had taken a liking to
Josiah, when he saw the way he could hew a square beam from a
felled oak. Her Pa and Josiah had put up a barn and laid a supply
of posts by that winter. The new barn had swelled with the corn
they brought in that year.
Rebecca and Josiah had talked now and again. He told her how
he had come out from Kentucky after the war and had trapped for
pelts to sell to the traders. It was a good life, he said, for a man. It
was lonesome though. Most times, trappers would hunt in pairs
and share the work. The life of a trapper is dangerous, especially
when laying for the big game. A man can get killed easy. But
Josiah was of a mind to homestead and asked Rebecca's Pa for her
hand. "Well, seeing as how it's her hand you're asking for," he had
answered, "you'd best ask her." Josiah did and she accepted.
They moved out to his land when winter let up and by autumn
had the cabin built and the first land cleared for planting. Talk,
work and plan is what they did. It was a good time. Their bodies
young and strong. Full of dreams. Rebecca had written of it in the
tablet. You remember, I told you about us picking the namesfor
our children. We had quite a time with that. First, he'd want to
name our boy after his Pa, Samuel. Then, I'd want to name the
girl after my Ma, Abigail.
Back and forth it went. And, they waited. One year, then two.
First thing they knew, five years had passed and then ten. And, in
the meantime, Aunt Grace had come to live with them.
Rebecca notices trees and brush growing thicker, giving way to
shorter grass, making good grazing for stock. She lets the horse
have the lead, and they move down under the dense shade of the
treeline and then out the other side, where she hears running water.
The horse canters toward the sound and she gets down and walks
to the water's edge. They drink. She ties the reins to a tree limb.
Moving out of the bright sunlight, Rebecca takes off her hat
and feels the coolness of the light breeze stirring the oak leaves
overhead. She can hear the horse chomping grass and the
occasional jangling of his gear. The stubbled grass is rough on her
hands as she lowers herself to rest against the tree. The biscuit and
meat she brought from the cabin taste good, but she can not dwell
on food.
Smoothing the coarse fabric of her skirt, she hugs her knees to
her chest. Rebecca feels tears well up and wills her grief to be
still. Rocking, back and forth, she does not notice the cawing of
assembling crows in the pines, but focuses on a clump of wire
grass and the whir of a cricket.
The horse is restless and stamps the dirt. Rebecca rises,
brushes the twigs from her frock and walks to the water to wash
her face and hold the wet kerchief to her throbbing temples.
"Come on, horse, we have a long way yet to ride," she says
leaning against the horse's neck, before swinging into the saddle to
move back onto the trail.
"Rebecca," Josiah had shouted, "come see! We must have
brought this one with us." The cow, a gift from her parents, had
calved too soon after their move for the calf to be the offspring of
the bull they had bought off a family on the way out.
And, there was the time Josiah had surprised Rebecca saying,
"Let's go fishing later in the day and see if the trout will bite." He
had been anxious to search out where their hen was nesting and
used the hen for an excuse to walk to the creek. They had walked
apart and fished separate, catching four trout between them.
Josiah had set the fish on the grass, and grinning, peeled off his
clothes and called for Rebecca to come on in.
They were sunburned from the outdoors. Naked skin showed
pale timid bodies in the sun dappled pool, where they had earlier
fished for their supper. Josiah and Rebecca waded, touching. At
first feeling the chill wetness, they moved about to warm up and
then embraced below the surface, only to burst breathless into the
sunlight. Josiah was first to call out, "Rebecca, come. Let's get on
back. We'll sleep sound from playing in the creek." The sun
warm in their clothes, they lingered laughing and talking,
gathering the fish and poles. Rebecca had had to remind him,
"Josiah, I'll help you get the stock fed, so we'll have time before
night to bring up the hen."
Arriving at the clearing, she hears first one dog and then
another barking. Rebecca tosses the reins over the gate post and
dismounts. Sarah Morgan comes out onto the stoop, wiping her
hands on her apron and squinting into the sun. She recognizes
Josiah's wife and embraces her, sensing there is trouble, else
Rebecca would not have come alone on horseback.
"Sarah, Josiah died yesterday morning. I promised him I would
let Ben know." Sarah acknowledges the news, clucking and
shaking her head side to side, and allows, "I knew it had to be
something dire when you rode in by yourself." Sarah hurries to
hammer the bell for Ben and their grown son, Emanuel, to come
in from the woods, where they are snaking fallen timber.
Rebecca sits long into the night with Josiah's kin, telling how it
had been with them. "Josiah has a good stand of apple trees in the
bottom, Ben. You remember, he got those trees from your
orchard. He was proud of them, too. Said we'll be drying apples
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afore long." Rebecca goes on to let them know the condition of
the place, practical things, like the corn half grown and promising,
the clutch of eggs that had hatched off and all the biddies still
accounted for when she had ridden out.
Ben and Sarah sit close on either side of Rebecca. They speak
out their concerns as to whether she can manage alone. Ben shifts
to face her. "Rebecca," he says, "Josiah was my only kin outside
this family here. It's fitting now that you should look to us.
Emanuel has his eye on a girl from across the neighboring valley.
Wants to marry. Would you be willing for Emanuel and his wife
to live with you?"
Rebecca does not speak for a time. She thinks instead of the
clearing back at the cabin, tracks on tracks forming in the
dooryard, and the mark of her hard soles on the creek path,
wearing the dirt down.
"They will be most welcome," she answers.
At first light, in the saddle, Rebecca flicks the reins and the
horse moves out to retrace the steps of the day before.
It had been a day such as this, but in the autumn, when
Rebecca's Pa had rode out to tell her and Josiah that her Ma had
died. He had stayed only long enough to rest a spell and tell of
it~how she had been ailing with her legs and feet swelling and
shortness of breath. He had found her dead in bed beside him.
Rebecca thinks of her Pa now, how he had just gone right on
working the farm, doing what needed to be done. / remember Pa.
I remember. They say age brings acceptance ofthings in life.
Necessity brings acceptance, Pa. Age just makes it more certain.
Old Hap sets up a raucous welcome, barking. Tail flipping, he
circles Rebecca and the horse. She had felt guilty shutting him up,
but he was needed about the place. Old Hap, as she had known he
would, had climbed out of the corncrib by way of the lean-to as
soon as he had quit barking at the closed door.
Rebecca secures the place against the dark. Tonight, the glow
from the fireplace is not enough. She lights the lamp. Familiar
sounds of the valley echo out across the bottom. The whippoorwill
calls, is quiet, then calls from the far side of the valley. Rebecca
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feels the lonesome sound, the whippoorwill's call, and thinks how
the wild things call out to one another, just as folks do and grieve,
too. Seems the natural way is to call out. Rebecca longs to
scream like the panther and hear an answering cry of recognition.
She takes the pocketknife that had been Josiah's from her
pocket and sharpens the wooden pencil, letting the shavings fall
into her lap. Rising, she empties her apron over the hearth.
Sparks fly up the chimney as the shavings hit embers.
Josiah, I've been to tell Ben about you. We're going to have
someone on the place again. You remember the comfort Aunt
Grace was even with her being simple. Ben and I talked.
Emanuel is aiming to take a wife. They will live on the place with
me.
She sits gazing into the fire, idly caressing the small, oval stone
Josiah had found in the creek. Josiah, she thinks, you kept a light
kindly way with you all our time together. You were forever
bringing in a pretty and leaving it for me to find, the first Johnny
jumpup, a buttercup, a jaybird's feather stuck in my hat-this rock
from the creek bottom so smooth I'd mistook it for a hen's egg
sitting there on the eating table.
Letting down the heavy braid, Rebecca places the three bone
hairpins on the mantel beside Josiah's pocketknife. Her bare feet
cross the hewn oak floor and she kneels on the rag rug beside her
bed. In bed, she moves into the cold imprint of Josiah, and the
loneliness.
Old Hap rises from outside the doorway to answer her cries in
the dark night. His howls echo through the valley. Scudding
clouds give wings to the moon.
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Werner's Barn
gelatin silver print
Sue Bishop-Stapleton
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The Boneyard, Wassaw Island, February 1994
for Dana
We name the place with our marrow
metamorphosized in bleached wood and air. Spaces
that hold sacred another's pain hold the walking through
arthritic hip twists and elbow branches that ghost my living
flesh.
We stand between histories; the waves keep
and sound decisions already made,
choices still to make.
We mark raccoon prints, delicate tracings
point to language offshore,
chart the knowing when to leave,
what to leave behind.
Martha Marinara
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Fire Man
gelatin silver print
Stephanie Raines
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/Susan
gelatin silver print
Stephanie Raines
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The Mud ofMe
I grab at nothing
In the mud
My hands are digging
Scraping downward to harder ground
I let the soup of clay
Swallow my arms
And cover my face
As I raise my body
Covered in gray
To the fire in the sky
I feel the lumps
Crust onto my skin
Though my body aches
And the mud slows my motion
It feels good
That I can no longer move.
Brant Freeman
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Tree Nineteen
gelatin silver print
Lee Nettles
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The Partings
When I left Cork in '55,
I thought meself a strong man to survive that sorrow.
But now I know that I felt that way
Because I was certain
That never again would I face such loss.
I was born a child of famine,
And many 's the keen of lamentation that I have heard.
And yet I remember the voice of my father
As he lent to the skies a kindly hope
In the hills of Kilmichael in West Cork.
Twas there I was parted from all I loved,
From hearth, and kin, and storied lands,
And I was certain
That never again would I face such loss.
But Christmas week in '64,
The Regulars were pulled from our line of works
And marched through the streets of Savannah.
Twas midnight, and we were the veterans
In Hardee's coastal army.
As we entered Savannah the shelling began,
And the people ran screaming in the streets
As the shells tore through their homes.
They were Irish, and Cracker, and Negro, and Jew,
And I heard in their cries, the cries of my people.
And I felt the lash of anger and shame
As I felt at Cobh harbor, when last I held my father.
Though he trembled in my arms, the voice was strong,
" Tis Americay for ye ! "
Our bridge was a pontoon of rice barges,
Framed by the light of the Yank's shelling,
And our own engineers as they set off charges
In the boats of the harbor.
We cut loose the barges as we crossed,
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Firing many along the way,
Until we stood on the far shore.
Such a scene of desolation ... of drifting fire and smoke.
Padraic slipped beside me as the Regulars began to march.
1
Tis strange and lovely, " he softly spoke.
" Aye, " said meself, " before, it was a town I lived in,
And now it is my home.
"
O land of aching beauty, ye have taken me so,
And now I see your ruin
As I wander famished in this land born to plenty.
Old heart that is breaking,
See me through this hour,
That I might bear the weight of these partings.
Jim Buttimer
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Home
You have a good home
When it is there
You have food to eat
When their bites don't choke you
You have a comfortable bed
When their pillows let you breathe
You have a protecting roof
When it doesn t collapse on your head
You've got love
When it isnt hating you
You've got a good life
And then some.
Brant Freeman
On the Mall, 1987
WAR.
Sold with lies
(would you buy a war from this man?)
bought with lives
(long black wall)
Glenn Murphy
?2
Against the Wall
gelatin silver print
Elizabeth Welsh
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The Cradle
Half charred Oak trees,
their branches almost touching,
encircle fallen chimneys and ruined timbers
creating a dark cradle, a refuge
for old rhythms and new.
Hazy impressions of a pale slender lady
in a soft yellow gown
glimmer through new growths of wild roses,
their bright pink cascades incongruent
against cold black ashes.
Petals, grasping a gentle breeze,
challenge the stillness
and throw showers of color
to the gray burned earth.
Time seems disconcerted,
as though searching through
the tangled rabbit warrens
that surround these ruins.
Twisting and folding
what was into what will become,
blending yesterdays into tomorrows,
as drops of Spring rain fall
on fragments ofjeweled glass.
The still living branches
of the great Oaks whisper and wave
as storm clouds arrive.
Their blackened comrades,
caught in rigid death,
are unmoving.
Sensations belonging to yesterday
linger yet, even in the beginning rain.
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Flashes of colors against darkening skies-
glimpses of sunlight through stained glass.
The sound of a horse and buggy,
echoing faintly from the obscure lane
mingles with the rain's soft music.
Quickly, then, they are gone-
as the jarring thunder
dilutes the stillness
and the strangeness.
Brenda Talley
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Marsh Grass
gelatin silver print
Jeanette Pastrana
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Africa
I visited you like a dark closet,
vast room full of acacia trees,
wandering elephants, and tall old men
walking alone-
I thought your solitude
would help me remember the rhythms I lost
or had never found before.
But the orange hot sky
was an unending mirage of movement;
bush, trees, animal and man
changed places, ate one another.
They folded into dust
on an endless plain.
I thought it would be different.
I thought I would be changed.
But in Africa, blood shed is the same red as mine,
and the blackened bruise of wars
is like any from where I come.
I look again into that secret place,
for that magical bird with a peaceful song,
and the sounds of ourselves
we have yet to hear.
Carlyn C. Bland
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Drowning
Shall I tell you again how you move
me to move aside the stone
and not be buried next to Christ
or Mozart or Vincent or James Dean
or unknown other lovers doomed
by wooing good and sainthood, loving love?
Must I replay the part where you reveal
new meaning to the same old tide
as I resurface to your mouth and breast,
unearth once more that prized imperfect shell?
I'd crawl the beaches of this shrinking coast,
I'd even learn to swim (my stroke enough
to startle sharks), undo a star
before I'd lose the memory of the undertow,
forget the ages of your face and you on fire.
David Starnes
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Woman With Sword Among Poppies
collage with acrylic
Theresa Anderson

Night Swimming
Once, when inspired by a midsummer's moon,
I snatched up my car keys and an old blanket.
The heat rose from the pavement in waves
As I drove into the deepening darkness.
I longed for the feel of seashell sprinkled sand
And the overpowering smell of ocean salt.
I could almost taste the pungent salt
In the air as I faced the golden moon
And sank to my knees in the light-soaked sand.
I spread the faded, near-forgotten blanket
And imagined being swallowed by the darkness,
Struck deaf by the crashing of the waves.
I wanted to be engulfed by the waves,
Wanted them to cover me with their salt
Kisses and hold me in the deep darkness
Of their embrace. The ever-present moon
Caused me to abandon my tattered blanket
For the comfort of fresh seaweed and sand.
I stood and dropped my clothes onto the sand,
Then ran into the whiteness of the waves.
The water warmed me more than had my blanket.
I licked my lips and tasted, not bitter salt,
But wine. All the while, the omniscient moon
Watched me swirl in the murky darkness
Of the sea. But she also split the darkness;
Her beams reflected off the wet sand
Revealing my naked flaws. How cruel, Moon,
I thought as I slipped beneath the waves.
So illumined, not one grain of salt
Escapes her sight. I floundered for my blanket.
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I shivered and struggled into the blanket.
Why couldn't I drown my sorrows in the darkness?
My eyes stung with bitter tears of salt.
I tried to brush away the clinging sand.
My body had not been purged by the waves.
My footprints remained, frozen by the moon.
The moon followed me through the darkness
And caused the waves I made to lose their salt.
I left my blanket buried in the sand.
Amy Rene Hartley
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dropped
Oh why have you forsaken
The part that makes sense-
Little lamb dost thou care
Who made thee?
With your little neck broke in the fence
I went back to the clapboard house
And saw the ragged girl in the swing-
She asked me why and I told her then
There's a hole in the porch
"Don't go in."
Oh why have you forsaken
Tyger, tyger in the night-
Lips wet with blood in the backyard
An old dead face, another dream, and
Then the drop
Remember when men knew God
I blew the horn to call him down
Floated for days and still no sign
But a hurricane, out of breath.
Lauretta Harmon
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The Mental Office Party of Joe Shmoe
Kimberly Kent
"Hey," says one of Joe's Subconscious Thoughts, holding a
martini in one hand and stopping one of Joe's Conscious Thoughts
with the other. "Aren't you one of the Conscious Thoughts?"
"Why, yes," says the C.T. "I'm from the Moral Crossroads
section of his mind."
"Wow," counters the S.T. "You're one of the big boys!
Usually at these parties I end up meeting the guy who chooses
what Joe will have for lunch. I've never actually met a morality
player."
"Well," says the C.T. humbly. "I've just been promoted. I used
to work in the Joe-at-his-job section - you know, sorting papers,
talking on the phone ~ that sort of thing. All this right-and-wrong
stuff is pretty new to me."
"That's great!" says the S.T. genuinely happy. "From what I
understand about Conscious Thoughts, you guys don't move
around very much, so you must be someone pretty special."
By this point the C.T. is blushing from all the praise. "I doubt
that," he says. "It's just that Joe is going through kind of a big
deal right now. I'm sure you've heard about it. He's considering
having an affair with that woman in his office, but he really loves
his wife and all that--"
"Wait!" The S.T.'s mouth falls open. "This affair idea has
worked its way into echelons so high that they're starting to move
around Conscious Thoughts?"
"Yeah, they need the extra thought power."
The S.T. nods his head enthusiastically. "Hot damn!" he
mutters then slaps the C.T. on the back affably. "I started that
whole thing!"
"Really?" asks the C.T. Now he's the one who sounds
impressed.
"Yeah," says the S.T. "I did this whole dream thing about
her and a dolphin ~ it was pretty racy." He nudges the C.T. with
the elbow of his arm not holding the martini.
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"I'm surprised you got that through your supervisors," the C.T.
responds. "We could never get away with anything like that."
"Well," says the S.T. "Our supervisors are pretty lax. You can
get away with almost anything in the Subconscious. The only rule
seems to be: the stranger the idea, the better."
"Hey," the S.T. says, changing the subject. "You see that guy
over there, the one asleep by the punch bowl? Who the hell is
that?"
"Oh," answers the C.T. "That's the delegate from the
Unconscious department. They are some seriously lazy bastards
over there. They never send more than one guy to these parties,
and he always falls asleep the second he gets in the door."
"Some people!" sighs the S.T.
"Well, look." The C.T. glances at his watch while he speaks.
"It's getting late, and you probably have to be starting work pretty
soon." The S.T. nods and the C.T. continues, "So, I'll be getting
out of your way. I'm tired and it's time to go home."
The S.T. nods. "It's been good talking to you," he says then
pauses. "Hey, just to give you a little edge, let me tell you what
I'm working on right now."
"You'd do that?" the C.T. asks gratefully.
"Sure," says the S.T. "Think mid-life crisis. I know I am."
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Recollection #1, 1950 (six years old)
Lauretta Harmon
The Indian Princess remembers it all — of being packed in a
straw bed with three sisters and a brother in the dead winter, all ill
and freezing cold - the sudden sound of vomit hitting the slop jar.
She recalls her brother Buddy ramming chicken shit down her
throat and Granny Tanner's sure-fire cure for pink-eye, "Squat and
pee into your hands; then rub your eyes real good." But what she
remembers most is the way she felt when Mama left.
It was getting dark and the Indian Princess was scared. She
had not seen Mama all day, and her papa, known to everyone as
"Bennie T," was an infrequent visitor to the clapboard shack. He
had Creek Indian blood and looked strange - like a dark-skinned,
itinerant Welshman - all of five feet tall. When Bennie T did
come round he would stumble trying to pick up the little girl -
leaving his smell of corn whiskey and Buttercup snuff all in her
face. "You're my P.B.E. - Princess Brown Eyes," he would slur,
making the words with strained, exaggerated lips and great
pungent exhalations.
Night fell on the porch and still no sign of Mama. Unknown
to her children, she had made the escape to Florida with a man
who had an automobile and was nearly handsome. Nobody in the
town of River Wall would see her again for ten years.
When it was barely light the next morning, the children
walked to town on the sharp dirt floor road. Their toes sank in the
red Georgia clay - the kind you could make death masks out of.
The few scrappy patches of grass along the way seemed to band
together.
The Indian Princess at last made her appearance in town,
exhausted after carrying her nine-month-old sister the whole way.
The girl who was to become the most beautiful woman in
Johnston County played her first small scene quietly, without
fumbling a line.
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Slap Jack
Christina Van Dyke
When I was six we lived in a mobile home out off of Highway
80. My mom used to complain about how small the place was and
how when you walked the walls shook. I thought we lived in a
mansion. The neatest part about it was that the walls really did
move. I came home one day after school to find our den had just
grown about four feet. My dad had unlatched the paneled wall
and expanded the room. I guess so my mom would stop whining.
It was truly the coolest thing I had ever seen. We celebrated that
night in our "new and improved den" by watching The Donny and
Marie Show and eating lots of chocolate covered marshmallow
cookies called pinwheels. My dad and I ended up making a mess
and getting crumbs all over the couch and on our clothes. I was
sent to the bathroom to wash my hands but stood in the hallway
and licked the chocolate marshmallow mush from between my
fingers instead. When I got back into the den my dad had the
cards out on the coffee table.
"Ready to play Slap Jack, chocolate mouth?" he smiled. I was,
and hurried around to the table to position my hand close to the
cards. I watched him shuffle the cards, his big hands keeping
them all organized and stiff. (Whenever I tried to shuffle we
would spend ten minutes picking cards up off of the floor.)
Tapping the cards on the table, dad reminded me of the rules.
Again.
"You can't use both hands. And dads always win."
"Daaad!" I laughed. "Just go."
Slowly he would lay the cards down in the center of the table.
The middle part was glass so whenever he picked one up from the
deck I tried to catch a glimpse of its reflection before he laid it
faceup. Ten of diamonds. Four of clubs. The next one I knew
was a face card because he slid it to the edge of the deck and then
paused, teasing me about my hand being too close to his. I just
wanted him to flip it over so I could slap it before he could. My
hand edged its way closer to the deck. When he flipped it, it
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turned out to be the Queen of spades but I slapped it anyway. In
all of the excitement we knocked over my mom's glass of diet
Shasta and had to clear the table while she mopped up the
magazines and the tv guide. I played with the cards on the floor
while my dad helped my mom. I attempted to reshuffle but
decided to search out all the Jacks and position them near the top
of the deck so that I would know when they were coming up. Dad
was preoccupied over by the couch and so he didn't see me. As
soon as the coffee table was clean again I put them in the center
ready to start a new game.
"You don't have to shuffle 'em, Dad. I did it for you."
As he settled himself on the floor beside me he took off his
white t-shirt and threw it into the rocking chair that sat under the
window.
"Frances, it's hot in here. Go turn the air down to 65," he
yelled to my mom, who must have still been in the kitchen.
"O.K. , mess maker, you ready to lose?" he said as he nudged
me with his elbow.
"Nuh huh," I said back, shaking my head back and forth so fast
that my pig tails whipped me in the face. Once again the cards
were eased from the deck and flipped upright, revealing spades,
aces and hearts. After about eight cards, I thought for sure that a
Jack would be next. Three cards later, the Jack of diamonds
appeared and got slapped by my dad first. My hand slapped the
top of his knuckles and I could feel the stone in the top of his class
ring hitting my palm.
"What's wrong, slow poke? I thought you were going to win
this time," he teased.
"I got three more chances to get the Jacks," I pouted. He
laughed and waved the Jack of diamonds around in front of me.
"This is what a Jack looks like in case you forgot," he
reminded.
"I can't play like this, Dad. I'm too hot in here," I whined as I
pulled off my little yellow Garanimal's shirt with the calico cat on
the front. I tossed the shirt across the room but missed the rocking
chair. The yellow ball lay rumpled on the floor. My dad's hazel
eyes just popped out in amazement.
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"What are you doing? Get your shirt back on. Little girls don't
go around without shirts on."
"Why not? You don't have a shirt on. I'm just hot like you," I
pleaded.
"Frances!" he yelled. "Frances, come in here and tell Christina
to get her shirt on."
I heard my mom padding around the corner so I crawled across
the carpet to reach for my shirt. Bare feet and a faded pink terry
cloth robe entered from the hallway. A little round mirror and
silver tweezers clinked together as she set them down on top of the
t.v.
"What's going on in here?" she questioned my dad, her voice
tense with irritation. She looked at the twisted shirt in my hand.
"What did you do?"
"I'm hot," I snapped loudly. My face flushed with fear as I
watched my mom's freshly tweezed eyebrows burrow into her
forehead.
"Tell her to put her shirt on, Frances. Little girls don't go
around bare chested. She's going to catch a cold," my dad said,
moving from around the coffee table and settling down in his
coiner of the couch. His black-socked feet resting on the top of
the Woman's Day magazine replaced the elbows that were there
only minutes ago.
"Your dad's right. Get your shirt on. It's bedtime anyway,"
she announced as she headed towards me and scooted me out of
the den and down the hall.
I stomped my feet as I headed to my room. The door to the
bathroom shook from the vibration. Shutting my light out, I
tossed myself on top of the Holly Hobby comforter on my bed. I
lay crumpled on the cool sheets. Shirtless and shivering, I reached
for my stuffed animal, Kitty, and tried to go to sleep sucking my
thumb. It was sticky from the marshmallow goo I had not washed
off earlier. I drifted off with the taste of chocolate in my mouth
and the sound of my mom's voice through the paneled wall.
"Julian, are you coming to bed? Bring my mirror and tweezers
when you do. And turn the air down a bit. It's hot back here."
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Blue Glass
Geraldine Provence
In the Crescent City/Houston County Jail, Mittie Jensen -
grey-haired, stodgy, child-like - hid her face in her apron on being
escorted into the darkened cell. Unaware they stared at her, Mittie
hunched over and held the garment in place with both hands. Her
astonishment had been instant and electric on seeing Hazel,
Constance, Diedre, Magdelena and Coral, who had been brought
in earlier following a sweep on Ross Wing Boulevard. The painted
women in scared hair and howling colors were riveting, fancy
strutting birds in a coop.
"What's the matter, sweetie?" asked Constance, the tallest of the
prostitutes. "Why not take the apron off your head and be
sociable? All that wailing is giving my headache a bad time."
Mittie plopped down on a bench and didn't look up. She
needed time to think. She had covered her head out of alarm.
Each cell-mate wore a trade image, images which had startled
Mittie: Hazel's black leather and swirling hair, Diedre's feather
boa and pink hotpants, skin-tight red satin split up the side on
Coral, and Constance in a sequined green body suit. Magdalena's
velvet black body glowed in tinseled silver lame.
A hand touched Mittie's shoulder. She felt the bench sway and
smelled perfume. "It's o.k.," the tall girl said as she sat down,
"Nobody is going to bother you. Come on. Look at me. Tell me
why you're here. My name is Constance Bailey, and I've been in
and out of here more than I like to think about. Just earning a
living. If there wasn't a demand for what we sell, we wouldn't be
in here. It makes me mad as hell. Just capitalism at work. Do
you need a lawyer?"
Mittie peeped from behind one hand. The apron fell. She felt
in her left pocket and took out a clean wadded cloth and rubbed it
across her eyes and then held it against her nose, snuffling into the
wrinkled fabric. She bunched the rag and jammed it securely in
the opposite pocket.
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The five women stopped talking. Mittie waited in the
sudden quiet. Only Magdalena moved, her jaw rhythmically
working a wad of purple gum between gleaming teeth.
"It's o.k.," whispered Constance. "I was scared my first time. I
cussed the hypocritical sons of bitches to keep from bawling. It's
o.k. Are you in for soliciting?"
Mittie turned "soliciting" over in her head. "No," she said, "it
ain't that. I don't hardly know why I'm here, since for forty-five
years I've lived as my Daddy before me and his Daddy before him.
Making and selling to regulars and setting aside a portion for the
law."
A male deputy stopped to listen through the barred divider.
Mittie hushed.
In unison the four standing moved forward. Eight hands on
eight bars. Four pairs of eyes held the intruder. He reddened,
dropped his gaze and keyring. Snatching the keys off the floor, he
strode into the office and tripped on the threshold. Examining the
floor, and the bottom of each shoe, he swore, "Hot damn!," and
ran a forefinger between starched blue collar and flushed Adam's
apple.
"What'd they say to you, Charlie?" guffawed the dispatcher.
"Mind your own business."
Mittie went on, "The only lawyer I've known, Giles Stoner,
died not two years after my Daddy passed."
"I'll have Lester Smalls take care of you," said Constance.
"He'll be along soon. Hazel called him while we were being
booked."
Hearing her name, Hazel, backlit red hair ablaze, sat down
beside Mittie, stretched her mesh-encased legs straight out and
crossed her ankles.
Mittie was aware of the contrast to her own flat canvas shoes,
white ankle socks and chubby knees. She leaned in just a bit.
Hazel's eyes, big and blue as robins' eggs, and framed by long
black lashes, looked back at her. Mittie's look shifted to her
shimmering blue glass earrings. They reminded her of sunup.
"What are you doing here?" Hazel asked. "What's your name?"
"I'm Mittie Jensen and I live out in the county near Flood River
Bridge. They've locked me up for selling homemade liquor. I'd
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appreciate meeting your Lawyer Smalls. Always before, the law
has been satisfied to have an occasional pint. This new bunch sent
this fellar out to my place, acted like I wanted to poison him. He
said, 'You're under arrest,' and all that about my rights. Never
harmed anyone. Mind my own affairs. Worked out I never made
more than I sold. I need to be home seeing to things. Officer
asked me when he told me to get in the car did I want to lock up
the place. From who, I asked him." Mittie pursed her lips tight to
shut off the torrent of words.
Coral, slant-eyed with gold embroidery on her red satin standup
collar, stood erect, speaking softly.
"It's the same with us, Mittie," she said.
"Listen up girls, have we forced anybody to buy our favors?"
Chuckles rippled.
Hazel hooted, slapping her leather skirt, "More apt to be the
other way around."
"Well, none of us deserves to be locked up," Constance added,
"including Mittie. The politicians are making a stir so it looks like
they're doing something. As soon as Lester Smalls gets here and
posts bail, we'll be out."
"Mr. Smalls," Mittie insisted neighborly after accepting his
offer of a ride to her place, "Get out and let me show you my
garden and gather you a basket of fresh eggs."
"Now, Miss Jensen, you don't need to do that, but I would like
to walk around and stretch my legs before heading back."
"Jensens have lived here for over one hundred years, making
liquor and growing vegetables, raising chickens, selling and
sharing the extra. Never sold anything not good enough for our
own use. Now you take these onions here." Mittie got down on
one knee and stirred the worked earth to free the white bulb.
Handed it to Smalls.
"It's tender and sweet," Mittie said, explaining the benefits of
mulching, while gathering onions in her apron.
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"You see those red-feathered chickens?" she pointed. "They're
laying fourteen eggs a day. Chicken manure makes good fertilizer.
Have to work it in gradual. Too strong used straight. Could burn
the plants."
They circled the henhouse, gathering eggs. Fourteen. Smalls
took the basket Mittie reached toward him. She cradled an extra
large egg in her palm. Smiled a toothsome grin.
"Two yolks," she boasted.
Into a cardboard box alongside the onions and a sack of eggs,
Mittie put a jar of pear preserves, and a jar of clear liquid from a
row of Mason pint jars in the pantry.
"Miss Jensen, you are a generous lady. Mrs. Smalls will be as
pleased as I am to share your bounty."
Touching his hat, he nodded, opened the car door and put his
right foot onto the floorboard.
"By the way, Miss Jensen, it would be wise to take the rest of
the summer off. Know what I mean? Constance, Hazel and the
girls have gone to Orlando, asked me to give you this." He put his
hand inside his coat and handed Mittie a sealed white envelope.
There was no writing on the outside.
Mittie put the envelope in her apron pocket and waved as
Smalls drove off.
She leaned down and picked up the white cat rubbing against
her ankles and held him purring atop her stomach, stroked his fur
and thought about the trouble that had come to her since Sheriff
John Aimes had lost his job. He had been summarily fired by the
politicians following consolidation.
The last time she had seen him, she had heard his pickup turn
off the paved road that Tuesday. She had, as usual, placed a jar on
the crossbeam beside the corner post of the front fence, and was
weeding the flower beds, when he rounded the curve. He had
slowed to a stop, lifted the jar and held it up admiringly before
tipping his cap to Mittie.
Mittie had kept on weeding.
She walked on, stroking the cat, among the brick and bottle-
bordered flower beds, where the angled bricks formed toothed
ridges and the bottles, necks down and perpendicular, stood in no
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particular order. The Jensen trade signal-one blue Milk of
Magnesia bottle-marked each of the circular beds and collectively
made an "X."
Aimes had ridden by on that Tuesday and she had heard on
Saturday that he had gone off the Trout River Bridge and drowned
in the swollen current. Afterward, he lay on a marble slab at the
Shady Grove Mortuary waiting his family's decision whether to
bury him in the uniform he'd faithfully worn, and shed in anguish,
or put him away in the navy blue gaberdine suit, white shirt and
business tie suggested by Jamie Suggs, the undertaker. Mittie felt
they should have used the obsolete free uniform, which they could
appropriately split up the back.
In the heat of the afternoon, the crown of her white hair showed
above the weeds, intermittently visible as she moved toward the
cache of pints from the last cooking buried in the hay of the barn.
Her Daddy had kept his horse and buggy there. The horse had
long since died. The buggy's shay leaned, propped on a section of
sycamore trunk.
It was Mittie's custom to make four cookings each year in the
scrupulously cleaned stainless steel drums, which glowed under
the canopy of dense growth west of the pasture. To the
unknowzing eye, it would have appeared the area was
undisturbed, a wooded tract with a winding path running through,
which started at the dooryard, circled the chickenhouse,
meandered through the woods to the creek and back again — a
simple weathered country house and an ageless path to nowhere in
particular and everywhere in general, used by four generations of
Jensens.
The cracked leather seats were brittle to her touch, the springed
supports well oiled and rust free. A nesting Rhode Island Red hen
occupied the rear of the buggy and watched from the shadows as
Mittie loaded the jars into the wheelbarrow.
The chinaberry's shadow at the edge of the porch set the time
at one hour past noon the next day, when Mittie heard the quiet
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hum of a car motor and the snapping of twigs under the tires. She
lay in the swing on the small back porch. Squawk. Squawk. The
chains marked its movement.
The front gate opened and clanked shut. Hard soles clicked on
the bricked walkway, followed by hollow echoes on the planked
porch. She waited for the knock on the screendoor before lifting
her head from the faded blue and white striped ticking of the
feather pillow.
Mittie opened the back screen and let it slam silently against the
rubber tire strip nailed in the jamb. Her shoes made no sound as
she walked down the front hall.
"Howdy," Mittie spoke, startling the badged uniformed
presence.
She had wondered who would replace Sheriff Aimes after
reading the article linking his drowning to "illicit liquor in two
Mason pint jars," which had floated to the surface in Trout River.
The water had hidden Aimes and the truck. The satchel
containing the jars had surfaced - like a balloon.
Officer Grimes handed Mittie an envelope, touched his right
hand to the wide brimmed hat shading his sun-glasses, said
"Ma'am," and galloped down the steps to the official vehicle
sparkling outside the fence, motor running.
"You are hereby ordered to appear in the Superior Court of
Houston County, Alabama, at 9:00 a.m. on the sixth day ofJune
1951 ..." Mittie carefully replaced the typed sheet, laid the
envelope on the kitchen table beside the smaller one, which Smalls
had given her, and sat down to think.
Shade had extended past the porch, merged with the shadow of
the house and crossed the side yard into the open space outside the
fence, when Mittie stirred. Out front, the white sandy lane was
banded by the last narrowed strip of sunlight before nightfall.
At sunrise, Mittie stood at the corner of the house and watched
blue fire glow in the Milk of Magnesia bottles, before pulling
them from the circles and laying them gently in the wheelbarrow.
Under the shed beside the barn, she added a hammer, pliers,
shovel, hoe, and hacksaw to the load on the wheelbarrow and took
two burlap sacks off the nails where they hung between chores.
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It took Mittie most of the morning to dismantle the still and
move it aside to get where the metal plates were supposed to cover
the hole, the hole which she had never seen uncovered and only
knew about from one of her Daddy's last in a series of talks giving
instructions about the place. Mittie had known much from
observation. The hole had been news.
Mittie put the tubing and concrete blocks inside the drums,
which she had set well to the side, and placed the edge of the
spoon-shaped spade at what she determined to be just clear of the
metal plates and pushed the clean sharp edge into the packed soil.
She thought of the many Jensens who had walked around on the
undisturbed ground, especially her Daddy.
She lifted the clodded earth and set it aside, careful to fix in her
mind where she put it. She remembered to follow his directions
exactly - "Spade a long straight furrow and move over to make
another in the shape of a rectangle, eight feet long by four feet
wide." She planned to put the dirt back exactly as she had found
it.
Resting, Mittie sat in the wheelbarrow. She noticed the sunlit
trees' patterning shade and the answered call of a loon. She liked
the smell of the turned, pungent earth and sang tunelessly, "You,
you, lie in my heart ... Ya, ya, ya, ya!" Alert, she caught the
whine of a motor before seeing the airplane circling on the
horizon.
She spread the burlap bags over the partially shaded drums and
moved the wheelbarrow into deeper shade. When the plane's
motor died away, Mittie stepped inside the outlining furrow to
excavate the hole, clod by clod.
She wiped the moisture from her forehead with a rag from the
left pocket of her apron and polished her wire-rim glasses in the
folds of moist fabric before wadding the rag into a ball and placing
it in the opposite pocket.
During the heat of the day, Mittie went back to the house and
rested on the back porch swing after her mid-day meal, before
returning to the clearing.
She filled in the hole and covered the traces of her digging,
and thought of the date marked on the calendar in the kitchen
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(June 6, 195 1 ), which was the next morning. That evening, she
wound the alarm clock and set the time for 6:30 a.m.
^&S^
She walked out to the paved road and flagged down the red,
white and silver Trailways bus heading east to Crescent City at
7:30 that Tuesday morning. In town, before walking the three
blocks to the Court House, she spent a few minutes at the ticket
window and rented a locker, in which she stored the two boxes
tied with heavy cord (one medium sized and a shoe box). The
lingering musky smell from the shoe box was still about her. but
fainter after Mittie shut the door, locked it and made the key safe
in her pocket with a safety pin.
In the courthouse. Lawyer Smalls greeted her quietly and
showed her where to sit. She didn't look around. Just sat.
Waiting patiently. She went forward when the judge called her
name and she placed her right hand on the Bible. She heard the
words clearly and spoke them back: "I, Mittie Jensen, do
solemnly swear ..."
The judge said, "Do you manufacture liquor on your place?"
"No," Mittie answered.
"You don't? It says here that you are charged with the
manufacture and sale of liquor."
"I did." she said. " Now I don't."
The judge lectured Mittie, slammed the gavel and mouthed.
"One thousand dollars or six months to serve." He watched for
Mittie's reaction over half glasses.
She paid the fine, laying ten one hundred dollar bills out on the
counter. The clerk recounted the bills, feeling the paper and
rubbing his thumb over the print. Mittie noticed his nostrils quiver
and waited for him to say something, but he didn't.
The bus was nearer full than it had been that morning. Mittie
sat by the window, scooted back on the seat and smoothed her
dress over her knees. Her feet did not touch the floor, but stuck
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out a little. She counted the mile markers along the highway until
the windows turned to darkening mirrors at sundown.
She felt in her sweater pocket - beneath the wadded up cloth -
and held the envelope in her hand, feeling the shape. Mittie's heart
beat faster and she heard the tires singing against the pavement.
She smiled to herself and thought back to that afternoon, when she
had removed the three cans from the hole and had set them aside,
while storing all the parts of the still, unsold pint jars of liquor, and
the blue-fire bottles in the hole. With the bottles gone, folks would
know. And there had been the one incident with the neighbor's
boy and the slingshot.
She had opened all three cans before examining the contents of
any - paper money tied with string and an assortment of silver
and gold coins. She had counted the folding money and coins
from one can ($1,685.23) before replacing the remaining two back
into the hole.
Mittie took the small envelope out of her pocket. She opened
the flap and slipped out the picture. Five bathing-suited girls
smiled up at her from beside a swimming pool. There were palm
trees. She remembered Hazel's cobalt blue earrings, miniatures of
the Milk of Magnesia bottles catching the first rays of sun peeping
above the treeline near Trout River Bridge. She turned the card
over and read again the slanted cursive writing.
The headlights of the red, white and silver Trailways bus
flashed onto a painted sign set well back from the road: "Welcome
to the Sunshine State."
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Things Are Looking Up
Linda Oliverio
Looking up, Willard saw blue sky blazing into the shop
window through the crack between the roof of the garage and the
roof of the house. The faded green house, sitting slightly to the
left of the center line of Highway 441, was the first Florida
residence for Willard, Virginia, and their four children still at
home (there were eight children total). It was also free food and
lodging for thousands of biting fleas and creeping cockroaches.
August heat, cooking the parched yard enclosing three sides of the
house, encouraged the sandspurs until they were fattened and
flourishing in the barren sandy soil.
Willard' s radiator shop, in the detached garage, sweltered with
heat as he pulled a radiator up and out of a boiling vat of acid with
a hook and pulley. Business was starting out slow, but Mama was
planning to take in kids during the day and he would save every
penny he could scrape up for a new house. Renting was only
temporary, especially this place; he couldn't grow mud in this
soil. Selling his house in Ohio had brought in almost enough for a
down payment, but Mama would have to wait a few months
longer for that house. He'd get it; it just wasn't going to be easy.
The first month in Florida was proving that the Garden of Eden
of his dreams was still inhabited by snakes. Willard awoke on his
seventh day in St. Cloud to an empty carport. He guessed that his
was the easiest car to steal in the whole town, saying, "Take me,
I'm yours," sitting right on the highway with the keys left in the
ignition by Martha.
The theft, under investigation, had created a problem for the
family — transportation. He had to dip into the down payment
fund to replace the car, which didn't look like it would ever be
recovered, with an old green pickup he had found cheap. Since
the truck blended in with the color of the house and Martha
couldn't drive a stick, maybe it had a chance. He looked at the
clock on the counter top and reached over to pull the string on the
fan and flip the lights off. Laying his heavy gloves in their
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place on the counter, he went into the house to get Mama. They
were going to the hospital to get Mary.
Transportation, the entire focus the week before, had become
unimportant, except as a way to the hospital when his daughter
Mary had almost died of a ruptured appendix. That Dr. Jewel was
a snake; he had seen Mary the very morning her appendix
ruptured and had sent her home to lie on the couch, sweating,
moaning, and tossing with pain. Her fever blazing, her pain
unbearable to witness, he and Mama had wrapped her in a blanket
and rushed her to the hospital in Kissimmee. That bumpy fifteen
miles in the old green truck, packed into the front seat, was the
longest twenty-five minutes of his life. Mama's arms wrapped
tightly around Mary couldn't keep her from jostling around,
moaning in agony. Even the thought of losing Mary, dependable,
hard-working Mary who sometimes got lost in the shuffle of all
his kids, was enough to make his heart pound fiercely and his
stomache ache. Upon arrival at Community Hospital, they
checked her in immediately to emergency surgery, and now two
weeks later, she was coming home. There went the rest of that
down payment. He'd just have to start over, and pinch that brown
penny smashed between his thumb and forefinger that much
harder; his fingers were already whitening from the pressure.
Evening began to fall on the matching house and truck;
sandspurs were beginning to nod off to sleep. Willard, breathing
in the hot shop air and letting it out slowly, thought of Mary at
home now, resting peacefully in the front bedroom; she was going
to be all right, and he had two lawn mowers to fix and a radiator
core to replace tomorrow. He pulled the string on the fan and
turned out the light. Looking up, Willard saw stars popping out in
a darkening sky that glowed through the crack between the roof of
the garage and the roof of the house. Walking carefully through
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the shadows of the shop to the door, he went outside and walked
around the house to the front porch.
A shrill scream cut through the thick night air. Mama, running
down the steps, flying into Willard's arms, panted and spewed out
barely distinguishable words. They wildly tumbled out of her
mouth, "There's a sss snake by the front door of the house!" She
finally got them all out.
"Dear God," Willard prayed as he ran back into the garage,
flipping on the lights and finding his axe. "Did I do the right thing
by bringing my family to Florida?" Then, grabbing the long
handled axe, he mounted the front steps to the porch in a single
bound, and swinging wildly, chopped and smashed the harmless
rat snake into pocket-sized pieces. Martha, Willie, and Linda,
running outside at the sound of the ruckus, stood on the porch with
Mama, watching the scene with fascinated horror.
Mary, from the open window of the front bedroom, yelled out
in a strong voice, "What's going on out there?"
Everyone, turning away from the squashed horror to the sound
of Mary's voice, looked up from the mess of mangled serpent and
splintered wood on the floor and gazed toward the bedroom
window ~ captivated by the voice of recovery.
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happiest girl
these dreams of prickly sweet golden
lush cool green and nightmare water
wrap me up and smell of childhood
and summer where
armfuls of neptune daisies
feed on my strawberry sun
and tiny spider fairies
twirl and dance on blue silver glass
come play with me in my memories
faraway picnics in sun breezy fields
tumbled up dreams of neon winter hands
and sepia-drenched days of sticky hot
come swim with me in my innocence
dance and shake all glitter wet flowers
vanish deep in summer soft water
swallowed up whole and silent
Elizabeth Harvey
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Calendar
Christmas, under the tree, a small red box,
February, for me, a Valentine.
Still, St. Patrick's Day brought me no shamrocks.
You April Fool! That diamond ring was mine.
"Can I love you forever?" "Yes, you May."
Then by glorious June the sun was out.
July was hot ... we had nothing to say.
Then August's passion: all I did was shout.
By September, things had cooled off a bit.
I, the witch on Halloween, wore no ring.
Thanksgiving it was he who had a fit.
Winter caroling but we did not sing.
By New Year's Eve, it was really over.
I go on searching for my four-leaf clover.
Susan Alexis Tucker
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Clown
colored pencil
Shawn Kelshaw

Jonah and The Fates
Kimberly Kent
Jonah had driven home from
work happy and humming. He
jumped from his car and he
skipped to his doorway. He
opened the screen door, got out
his keys, then remembering it
was Friday, put them back in
his pocket and opened his
unlocked front door. Melba
Jane would be inside, he
realized. Fridays were the day
that his girlfriend came over
and cooked for him. It was a
tradition that had begun over
two years ago, only a few
weeks after they had started
dating.
"Melba Jane!" Jonah
shouted as he walked inside to
the living room of the small
suburban house. He had never
really liked his house. It had
been an impulsive purchase
right after college to assert his
status as an adult. The house
was dark and had an
irrepressible smell of mildew
that no amount of cleaning
could eliminate. "Melba!
Where are you?" Jonah called.
Clotho, Lachesis, and
Atropos were weaving rather
abysmal color into their
tapestry. The thread was
greyish in tone, with fecal
brown tints that shone in the
sun. Clotho, the youngest and
most beautiful of the Fates,
sighed deeply, wishing to work
with brighter colors. She
fondly remembered the 1980's,
the fluorescent hues of hot pink
and neon yellow that
permeated the spindle on which
she helped create destiny. She
wondered why today could not
be like that and looked
piteously at Atropos.
"What do you want now?"
Atropos demanded with a
sneer.
"I want fun!" Clotho
whined, throwing down the
thread with which she had been
working. "We haven't gotten
to do anything exciting since
'88 or '89. It's all been work-
work-work since then! What
happened to all the money, all
the power, the sex, the drugs? I
want it back!"
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From the right of the living
room, out of the kitchen, came
a small woman with straight,
almost spiky, medium brown
hair. She looked to be about
thirty, but with her lack of
height and weight she could
easily have passed for twelve.
She wore old jeans, a pink T-
shirt, and an apron that said
"Kiss the Cook" in raised black
letters across the torso. Her
face was red, and she wiped
some flour from her nose
before she replied.
"What is it, honey?" she
asked.
"Sit down," Jonah said
leading her to his lazy boy
recliner. She sat, and he sighed.
He ran his right hand through
his already thinning hair before
he spoke. "I had a meeting
with my boss, Mr. Gibb, today.
You remember him? You met
him at that company picnic last
year?" Melba Jane nodded, and
Jonah continued. "Well, today
he called me into his office -
offered me a drink and
everything — and told me that
the company is going to be
hiring for an executive level
position, and he's recom-
mending me for the job!"
"You're kidding!" Melba
Atropos scolded her
youngest colleague, "You
know it cannot be like that
again for a very long time. It's
like Athens after the
Peloponnesian Wars --no one
is taking any chances. We'll
plod through this, just like
we've plodded through all the
grey and brown periods of
time, and someday we will see
a flash of blue or green. Until
then, stop whining!"
Lachesis, who had been
listening to the conversation,
now looked up from her
measuring rod and spoke.
"Atropos," she said tentatively.
"I agree with Clotho. Let's just
do something - it can be
something small - to raise our
failing spirits."
At this Atropos sighed. She
hated when the two of them
ganged up on her. They made
her feel old, incapable of
having fun, like she was their
mother or some such nonsense.
"All right," she said
grudgingly. "Fine. Let's do
what we always do when you
two get in this sort of mood.
Find me a human ~ a shmuck
as the Hebrews say — who is
dumb enough to believe that he
has power over his own life,
who thinks he can hazard
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Jane shouted, jumping up and
hugging her boyfriend. "That's
so great! That will mean more
money so then we can..." Melba
Jane bit her lip to keep herself
from saying more.
"Go ahead and say it!" Jonah
declared, picking her up off the
ground. "Then we can get
married! We can buy a new
house, a good one, have a
honeymoon - everything. I
almost can't believe this is
happening!"
"Well, wait a second,"
Melba replied. Her voice had
lost much of its former
enthusiasm. "Call me
superstitious, but I don't want
you to jump to any conclusions.
You might not get the job."
"Don't be silly," Jonah said.
"Mr. Gibb said they'll hire me,
so they'll hire me. In fact, I'm so
sure of this, we're going to spend
the weekend finding you the
most beautiful engagement ring
in the world."
Melba sighed. Jonah, who
had not put her down, tenderly
carried her into the bedroom, and
for the first time in over two
years, Melba Jane did not finish
preparing the dinner she had
started for her boyfriend.
even the most basic of assump-
tions. And then, then we will
crush him."
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The weekend went by
quickly. Jonah, who normally
hated shopping, found himself
running to thirteen different
jewelry stores looking for the
perfect engagement ring. Melba
said that she wanted something
small but perfect -colorful and
bright. Jonah commented that
she had described herself to a
tee.
Nevertheless, by Monday
morning Jonah was happy to
get back to work. When he
finally signed the credit card
slip at the thirteenth jewelry
store, he realized just how
much money this wedding
would cost him. Melba's
parents belonged to a
midwestern religious cult that
did not believe in ceremonies
declaring love; they would not
help pay for the wedding at all.
Jonah needed to feel the
security of his office building,
the exhilaration of getting his
memo from upstairs saying,
"Here's your key to the
executive washroom and
expect to see an increase in
your next paycheck." He
needed to be reminded that he
could pay for the woman he
loved.
When Jonah sat down at his
desk at nine o'clock Monday
morning, there was a memo on
Atropos stared at the
tapestry for a great length of
time. Although Clotho and
Lachesis knew they would
never be able to see what
Atropos could, they felt the
need to be with her, to use their
presence as incentive. Atropos,
however, took so very long in
searching for just the right
thread that she made even her
colleagues uncomfortable. By
the time Atropos exclaimed,
"Aha!" Clotho was
clandestinely crossing her eyes
at Lachesis in a puerile
expression of boredom.
Lachesis was shaking her head
and frowning in response.
"Did you find one?" Clotho
asked eagerly, straightening up.
"Did you?"
Atropos smiled and pointed
to a miniscule thread in the
tapestry. Not one of them
remembered when it had been
woven in, nor would any of
them have noticed if a thief
came along and stole it. It was,
most sincerely, a thread of no
importance.
"Look," said Atropos. "You
see how this thread starts in a
deep grey color then it stupidly
has that band of white - almost
impossible to see with the
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it, it was from Mr. Gibb, but it
said simply that Jonah was to go
to Mr. Gibb's office the second
he got into work.
Jonah rode the elevator
upstairs thinking that the
executives wanted to
congratulate him in person.
When he gave his name to the
secretary in front of Mr.Gibb's
office, she let him in
immediately, adding to his belief
that he was about to receive a
more powerful position.
"Hello, Mr. Gibb," Jonah said
extending his hand for a hearty
shake. "Did you have a good
weekend?"
"Sit down, Jonah," Mr. Gibb
answered. The look on his face
was worrisome. The wrinkles
around his late middle-aged eyes
seemed to increase and he
downed the shot of bourbon he
had been holding in his left hand.
"There's no easy way for me to
say this, so I'll just tell you. You
know that I wanted you for that
job. I know what kind of effort
you've given to this company,
how many years you've worked
here, but Jonah, the boys
upstairs..." At this he paused
and shook his head. "The boys
upstairs have been getting flack
from some of those liberal
factions that have been running
the country of late. You know
naked eye, but there none-
theless?"
Clotho and Lachesis
nodded. This was what they
had been waiting for.
"Clotho," asked Atropos,
taking the tone of a
schoolteacher. "Do you know
what that white band means?"
Clotho sighed. She had
been working this job for eons,
and it was not as if this thread
was the first human whose life
they had destroyed, but she
knew better than to sound off at
Atropos. "It means," she
replied. "That this silly human
dared to doubt our powers,
thereby giving us the right to
control his fate, even after his
thread is supposed to have been
finished, his fate already
decided."
"Good," said Atropos.
"Now, do you see how after the
white band, the thread is no
longer grey as it was before,
but modifies into a plum and
finally into a deep mauve?"
The younger Fates nodded.
They knew the meanings of the
colors but also knew that
Atropos would feel the need to
lecture them again.
"The grey symbolizes the
lack of excitement, happiness,
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the type of people I'm talking
about?"
Jonah realized that he was
supposed to furnish some sort of
response, but all he could
manage was a gulp and a nod of
his head.
"Good, good," continued Mr.
Gibb. "So you understand what
we're up against. As I said, you
know that I wanted you, I really
fought for you, but we had to
give the job to someone else. A
woman. A black woman. Who
uses a wheelchair. The boys tell
me that we can use her as three
different types of minorities.
Hell, if she were gay, we'd never
have to hire another one like her
again. Ha ha."
Jonah managed a small smile.
He had not heard a word after
Mr. Gibb said that they had
given the job to someone else
but realized that he was going to
need to figure out something if
he was going to be getting
married. After all, there was the
price of the ring, the dress, the
new house...
"Shit," Jonah said out loud.
"My girlfriend ~ I just bought
her an engagement ring. She's
out today shopping for a
wedding dress. We were
counting on this promotion.
and adventure in his early life.
The plum and mauve signify
that he becomes happy, feels
his life is a success. What is
most unfortunate for this man,
however, is that coincidentally
his life becomes better after he
dares to challenge us. It is this
detail in chronology that allows
us, by Cosmic Rule, to destroy
him how we see fit."
All three Fates cackled.
Atropos continued, "The
only question is, how would we
like to destroy his life?"
Clotho spoke up, "Let's cut
the thread right where the white
band is ~ kill him
immediately!"
"Is that really what you
want to do? How mundane,"
said Atropos. "I think I have a
much better idea." She
affected a suspenseful aura
around herself, waiting for her
younger companions to beg her
response.
"What?" they asked.
"What can we do?"
Atropos allowed herself a
long pause before answering.
"Last week when I had dinner
at the Muses', I brought back
this small jar of black paint. I
say we let the human live, but
if he thought his life was bad as
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How am I going to pay for all
this?"
"Jonah," said Mr. Gibb,
sounding sincerely sympathetic.
"I really don't know."
"Well," Jonah said standing,
getting ready to walk back down
to his cubicle and return to work.
"Well," he continued. "I'm sure
you did everything you could,
and I've just got to make the best
of this." Jonah then held out his
hand for Mr. Gibb to shake.
"Wait," Mr. Gibb said. "I'm
afraid I have more to tell you."
Jonah walked back to the
chair and sat down again.
"Yes?" he asked.
Mr. Gibb poured himself
another shot of bourbon and
chuckled nervously. "And I
thought I had a hard time telling
you that you didn't get the
promotion," he mumbled.
Jonah sat silently, staring at
his boss. "Well, Jonah," said
Mr. Gibb. "I was so sure that
you would be getting this
promotion that I hired somebody
for what was supposed to be
your old job. Of course,
normally I would just call this
guy up and tell him I'm sorry but
the position is no longer
available. The thing is though
that this guy is a catch-just out
of Harvard, top of his class, our
company will be lucky to get
a grey thread, let him see how
he likes it as a black one."
Using only the very tips of
the long, pointy fingernails of
her left hand, Atropos picked
the thread out of the tapestry
and carried it to the work table
of the Fates. With her right
hand she opened the small jar
of black paint and dipped the
thread, covering the deep
mauve and the plum ~
covering everything up to the
white band.
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such a kid. This boy will move
quickly up the ladder. You
have to understand, I must do
what's best for the company.
I'm sorry, Jonah."
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It was only nine thirty in the
morning when Jonah got back
from work and walked to the
doorway of his dim, little house.
After opening the screen door,
he realized that his front door
was unlocked. "Melba Jane
must be inside," he thought. He
felt relieved knowing his
girlfriend was there, and would
still be there, he was sure, even
after he told her the horrible
news. "The woman is a rock,"
Jonah said out loud.
He opened the door and was
immediately greeted by Melba.
"Hello," she said happily,
kissing him on the cheek and
giving him a small hug. She
did not seem to notice the
impropriety of Jonah's hour of
return, and Jonah saw the
reason why.
Sitting on his lazy boy
recliner was a woman, short
like Melba Jane, thin like Melba
Jane, but completely bald and
wearing a brown monk's robe.
The woman was around fifty-
five years of age and was
undoubtedly Melba Jane's
mother.
"Peace be to you, O brother
of the universe," she said to
Jonah, grasping his right hand
in both of hers.
The Fates watched the small
thread hopefully. Although
they had no instrument through
which they could see the mortal
world, they were all extremely
sensitive to the small tremors
and heaves that indicated how
it was progressing. "Watch the
tapestry!" Atropos demanded.
"And feel the movement of the
Earth!"
"Wait!" yelled Lachesis. "I
swear I just saw another thread
turn color. You see this little
one here?" Lachesis pointed to
a bit of string that had already
been woven intricately into the
Fates' work. Its beginning and
ending were a crimson hue, but
its middle was the greyish
brown that overpowered that
part of the tapestry.
"It used to be grey until the
end," continued Lachesis. "I'm
sure it did. It began in that red
color, then it turned grey, then
it stayed grey."
"Boring, boring grey,"
Clotho sighed.
"Yes," hissed Atropos.
"That's it exactly! Someone
who has been involved in this
man's life has now gone on to
greater deeds. Whoever it is,
this person will develop much
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"Urn, hello, Mrs. Leopold,"
Jonah answered formally.
"It's, uh, nice to finally meet
you."
"Oh, please," she said.
"Call me Kamelarine, for that
is my ashram name. It means,
'the universe is one like a
pigeon.'"
"Well, sure Kamelarine."
At this point Jonah was staring
at Melba Jane, waiting for her
to tell him what was going on.
When she did not speak, he
continued. "I didn't know you
were coming. I thought you
couldn't leave Buddha's Wide
Territory in Indiana."
"And miss my only
daughter's wedding?" Kamel-
arine scoffed. "The hare rama
will let me back in, don't you
worry about it! He actually has
no choice. I stole one of his
Cadillacs to get out here."
"Well, that's great," Jonah
said absently. "Melba, can I
talk to you in the kitchen for a
moment?"
Jonah led Melba to the
small, dirty kitchen and told her
that he did not get his
promotion.
"Oh, honey," Melba Jane
said. "I'm so sorry. But don't
you worry - we're young,
we're in love, we'll make it on
your old salary. I'll return the
happier than before we dyed
the thread."
"Look!" Clotho added.
"The thread seems to be getting
longer now. Will this person
live longer now that the man's
life has been changed?"
"Yes," answered Atropos,
trying to look peaceful and
kind. "By destroying the life of
one mortal, we have helped one
more deserving."
"And," added Clotho. "We
have brought a more brilliant
hue to our tapestry also."
The Fates cooed at each
other. They knew that they had
done well.
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ring - we'll get one that's
smaller and less perfect."
Jonah went to his liquor
cabinet and, like Mr. Gibb in his
former company, poured
himself a bourbon before
speaking. "Melba, I knew
you'd still be here for me,
through the good and the bad. I
want you to know how much
that means to me, but there's
more I need to tell you," he said
after taking his drink.
Melba stared up at him with
an odd look of unwitting hope
in her eyes.
Jonah spoke very quickly
and very quietly. "Mr. Gibb
was so sure I would get the new
job that he gave my old job to
someone else. It seems that not
only am I not an executive, I am
also unemployed. I'm sorry,
honey," Jonah continued. "But
I think we're going to have to
call off the wedding — at least
for right now. There's just no
way I can get married when I
don't know what's happening in
the rest of my life. I still love
you, I still want to be with you,
but-"
"But what?" Melba' s face
had changed. She could no
longer pass for a pre-pubescent
girl. All thirty of her well-lived
years came rushing to her face,
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and Jonah backed away from
the rage he saw coming. "My
mother is here! Do you know I
haven't seen her since I left the
ashram when I was nineteen?
She came all the way out here to
see us get married, and you're
fired? You're not going to
marry me? You asshole! You
son of a bitch!"
Melba Jane kneed Jonah
strategically and left him
standing there hunched over and
moaning. She then grabbed her
mother and stormed out of her
ex-fiance's house.
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Jonah had been sitting in his
living room, in his lazy boy
recliner, drinking from his bottle
of bourbon for about two hours
when the doorbell rang.
He got up to answer the
door, and fell backwards onto
his derriere when he saw what
was there.
"Peace be to you, O brother
of the universe," said his guest.
She was short and thin and
could, once again, have passed
for twelve. She was also bald
and wearing a robe much like
the one Jonah had seen her
mother wearing earlier in the
day. She told Jonah that she
would not walk into his
heretical house and asked him if
he would stand outside and
speak to her for a moment.
"Sure, Melba," Jonah said
agreeably, offering her a drink.
"I've decided to return to
the ashram," Melba explained,
shaking her head at the bottle.
"I don't know why I thought I
could be happy marrying an
infidel. I have decided to
become one with the son of the
hare rama of Buddha's Wide
Territory in Indiana. Don't ever
try to contact me or you will
incur the wrath ofmy holy
significant other." And so
saying, Melba Jane turned
Atropos spoke to Clotho in a
manner that, while slightly
patronizing, also allowed for a
hint of genuine amusement.
"Well," she asked the youngest
Fate. "Did you enjoy yourself?
Was this enough... fun...for
you?"
"Yes," Clotho answered,
very self-satisfied.
"Good," replied Atropos.
"Now maybe we can get back
to work."
Clotho nodded and
immediately went back to her
spindle. She might not have
been the most stalwart Fate in
the world, but she was a good,
strong worker.
Atropos smiled at her
youngest colleague, and feeling
that once again everything was
in its place, she too started back
at the eternal job on hand.
Only Lachesis remained
idle. Something did not feel
quite right to her.
"Wait!" she called. Don't
we have to put the thread back
in the tapestry?"
Clotho and Atropos put
down their tools. "I forgot,"
mumbled the oldest Fate.
"Who cares?" muttered the
youngest.
"Well," Lachesis responded.
"If you two want to work, I'll
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sharply around, walked back to
her car, and drove away.
"Well," thought Jonah. "I
don't know what to think about
any of this." He started to lurch
drunkenly towards his house
and was once again appalled at
its ugliness, how light seemed to
bend around it, avoiding his
entire dwelling place. He
stopped moving and took
another swig of bourbon.
"You know," said Jonah,
now talking to himself out loud.
"I should pass out. Right on my
front lawn. It's the only place
on my property that gets any
sun. Always gets the sun right
here, always green and healthy
where I never get to sit in my
lazy boy. House is built in the
wrong spot. But I think I wanna
sit down anyway."
Jonah looked down and was
reminded that he was not the
only living creature in his
neighborhood who appreciated
his front lawn. "Damn dog!" he
shouted turning toward the
house on the left of his.
"Overfed, overshitting Saint
Bernard."
Jonah drank more.
"Nothing goes right," he
continued. "I hate this house! I
hate my life. I think...! think I'd
put the thread back in. Just tell
me where it is."
"Isn't it on the work table?"
Atropos asked, still
concentrating on her cutting.
"I don't see it," Lachesis
replied slowly, looking all over
the area. "I see the jar of paint
and last Sunday's comics, but I
don't see the thread."
"Then it's probably on the
floor," answered Clotho
impatiently.
Lachesis got on her knees
and searched the floor around
the table. "I still don't see it,"
she declared.
Clotho sighed heavily,
threw down the section of the
tapestry on which she was now
stitching, and stomped over to
the work table. "If you want
something done right..." she
mumbled to herself.
Now both Clotho and
Lachesis were wandering
around the floor on their hands
and knees. After a few minutes
Lachesis sat up. "Clotho," she
said. "I can't find it. I don't
think it's here."
Clotho sighed, blowing a
strand of hair away from her
face. "Uh oh," she replied.
"Urn, Atropos," she then
called. "Could we, uh, talk to
you for a second. It seems we
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like to burn this whole place to
the ground. Maybe the dog will
come over too. I think that it's
time to die."
Jonah entered his house and
stood in the middle of his living
room. He dropped the bottle of
bourbon on the floor and
walked into the kitchen. "All
these people promising things
and not coming through."
Jonah's voice had lowered and
slowed to a deep slur. 'Time
for me to do something that
nobody can stop. Time to..."
Jonah looked bemusedly
around his kitchen. "Time to..."
he repeated. His eyes fixed on
his stove, an old-fashioned gas
range with an old-fashioned gas
oven. It had been white when it
was made - sometime in the
1950's. Now it seemed a dull
grey color. There was a pull-
down-opening at the very
bottom, in which the pilot light
sat. "Time to blow out the
goddamn pilot light and set the
place on fire. Get rid of the
house, end my miserable life."
Jonah felt better now that he
had decided on a plan of action.
He tried to drop himself
carefully to the floor but instead
fell with an inebriated thud.
"Shit," he said, deciding that he
had bruised his right arm.
have a teensy-weensy
problem."
Atropos was never a happy
Fate to interrupt while she was
working. More than once in
the history of time had Clotho
and Lachesis dealt with a
serious emergency alone rather
than bother their oldest
colleague. It wasn't so much
the fact that she became
verbally nasty (which she did),
but that she was brandishing
those rather sharp scissors with
which she cut the humans'
threads, and Clotho still had a
scar on her right cheek from
bothering Atropos about
something the oldest Fate had
deemed trifling.
"What!" shrieked Atropos
in response to the summons.
Then, "Damn. Cut that one too
soon because you cretins were
bothering me. And humans
always get so irritated when
they die before their times!"
Atropos looked up from her
work, wielded her closed
scissors like a knife. "What do
you want?"
Clotho and Lachesis
quickly stood up and, in
unison, backed one step away
from Atropos. "Uh," said
Clotho. "You tell her. She
likes you better."
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'Try to choose a painless way to
die and look what happens!"
"Just got to blow the pilot
light out," Jonah mumbled.
"There," he said squinting,
trying to make sure the light
was really extinguished.
"Now I just got to get up and
go find some matches. I must
have some matches somewhere
in this house." Jonah stood
painfully, his right arm
throbbing even through his
drunken haze. "Just one match
and the house will blow."
Jonah searched through his
kitchen cabinets and drawers.
"I'm sure I got matches
somewhere," he kept
mumbling.
Finally, underneath his
silverware, he noticed a
matchbook, opened it, and was
entirely surprised to find that it
still possessed matches. "Rah!"
Jonah said. "Nothing can stop
me now. I want to die. I'm
going to die."
Jonah then mumbled a quick
prayer to himself, stooped down
to the pilot light again, lit a
match, and closed his eyes.
Lachesis giggled nervously.
"It, uh," she said. "Seems that
we've lost the thread we were
playing with. You remember?
The one we painted black."
"You've lost it?" Atropos
asked incredulously. "You've
lost a human being? How
could you lose a human
being?" Atropos walked one
step closer to her younger
friends, and they, in response,
took another step back.
"You must not have looked
hard enough," insisted Atropos.
"We looked everywhere,"
Clotho whined. Lachesis
nodded.
Atropos squinted her eyes,
employing the same
supernatural vision that had
enabled her to see the thread
when it was in the tapestry.
"Oh my gods," she said after
scanning the room numerous
times. "It's not in here!"
Clotho and Lachesis shook
their heads.
"Well, where is it?"
Atropos asked as if she really
expected an explanation.
"We don't know," Clotho
whimpered in return. "It's just
gone!"
"It was bound to happen
sometime," Lachesis tried
warily. "I mean, you can't
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work through all eternity
without a mishap of some sort,
right? And if the thread is
really gone there's nothing we
can do anyway, is there?"
Atropos stared at her col-
leagues for a while before
answering. "You're absolute
morons," she finally said.
Then she walked over to
Clotho and shoved her in the
shoulder. "You were the one
who insisted on having fun.
You were the one who was
bored. Now you can't find the
thread-"
"But, Atropos," Lachesis
said, cutting her off. She then
spoke in her most rational
voice. "Let's not worry about
placing blame. Let's get to the
serious questions. What's
going to happen to the human?
How is he going to fit in the
grand scheme of things if he
doesn't exist in the tapestry?
Where is he? And, most
importantly, are we going to
get in trouble for this?"
"I don't think we can get in
trouble," Clotho said rubbing
her now painful shoulder. "We
are the Fates. I mean, exactly
who is going to do exactly
what to us?"
As Clotho spoke, Atropos
remained silent but her eyes got
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wider and wider. "I just
thought of something!" she
finally screamed. "If we don't
have the thread...if we can't
control the human...he might
have...he might have...Free
Will!"
"Argh!" Atroposthen
shouted.
"Argh!" shouted the other
two Fates.
The house exploded in a grandiose fashion that Jonah never
would have believed possible. Besides the million little pieces of
brick, wood, and insulation that covered the sky for a second like
fireworks on the Fourth of July, Jonah's lazy boy flew upwards
then landed next door on the neighbor's Saint Bernard. Jonah
himself, however, was around to see none of this for he had
become nothing more than a few flecks and stains of carnage
displaced chaotically around his lawn.
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vermin view
energizing aromas enter my crevice
as i conjure
lamb, onion, carrot, tomato, potato
and garlic soupe dujour
fire makes the ring red and the pot sweat
as my mammoth defends the grate
faithfully until his mate drives
up in a wheeled crate
my mammoth presses his mate's antennae
into submission
and sets the discs and fiber leaves
about in ritual tradition
and wields a rigid hand to strew the discs
with libations
both shut their eyes and settle their hands
mouthing vibrations
i scurry into the crumbvault to probe
between sip and sample
while scouting the pristine forest
to inventory my temple
soon i deduce in the shadowy light they are
secreted in their sleep lakes
and will not saunter about on their back legs
before the fireball wakes
too my mammoth is snorting a kazoo
and his mate.. .is silent
Geraldine Provence
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After Fall
Fall leaves me wanting what we once were
And the tastes of the memories we made linger
In my mouth like Southern Comfort
When I remember
The sweet brown smell of hidden bourbon
At football games where the air made
Our faces look embarrassed,
The oyster roasts on Sunday afternoons,
And the sugary, black Halloween candy
That stuck to our teeth like fillings,
Or that succulent turkey smoked for Thanksgiving,
Then the saltiness of your skin on autumn evenings-
After all, it wasn't a season of sorrow as we watched
Leaves fall only to be raked into a pile.
Susan Alexis Tucker
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The Story of
Marguerite's Mommy
Kimberly Kent
"Mommy," said the little girl tentatively, sneaking a finger of
the cookie dough her mother was making. "How did you and
Daddy meet?" She sat on a stool in a large, sun-lit kitchen,
watching her mother add chocolate chips to an already crowded
mixing bowl. She smiled sweetly, sure that her mother had not
caught her.
"Well, Marguerite," answered the woman, "that's a wonderful
story. Would you like to hear it?"
"Yes, mommy," answered the little girl bobbing her wavy
blonde head up and down.
Her mother pushed the bowl of dough away slightly and leaned
back onto a counter behind her. She crossed her arms slowly and
turned her eyes toward the ceiling as if trying to recall a distant
memory.
"Well, I had just moved to the United States from Russia --
Petersburg, actually, although we called it Leningrad at the time,"
she began. "We Jews, you know, were very oppressed in Eastern
Europe -"
"Marguerite!" shouted a male voice from the living room. The
voice travelled over the sound of the television set the man was
watching, through the open doorway between the two rooms, and
descended into the kitchen with a low grumble.
"Yes, Daddy?" the little girl replied, turning her head towards
the voice.
"Is your mother telling you she's a Jew from Russia?"
"Yes, Daddy. Mommy always says that Jews are better than
Gentiles and that Jews from Eastern Europe are the best of them
all."
The father, undaunted by his daughter's explanation, continued.
"She's not even Jewish. She's a shiksa. From Cincinnati. I'm the
Jew. Hasidic, you know. That's where you got your black hair
and black eyes."
"Yes, Daddy. Tell your story, Mommy."
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"Well, if your father would not so rudely interrupt, it would be
easier. As I was saying, I was in a singles' bar in Richmond,
Virginia, one night. I do believe the place was called Mingler's. It
was dark brown and all the seats were covered in that horrible
vinyl stuff that tries to pretend it's leather. There were a few neon
signs depicting brand names of various beers, and a couple of
people were doing shooters on the other side of the bar where I
was sitting. The whole place smelled of cheap perfume bought at
Walmart. I was watching a small television in the corner -
professional ice-skating was on, and you know how I love
professional ice-skating.
"Unexpectedly, the door to the bar opened letting in a bright
sheath of mid-afternoon yellow sunlight that framed the silhouette
of the male stranger about whom this story revolves. His hair was
that blue-black color that seems to be found only on East Asians
and Black Irish. His eyes, however, were brown and wide,
defying the possibility that he was either of those ethnicities. He
must have been at least six feet tall, and if I remember correctly,
he was wearing a black silk Perry Ellis shirt--"
"That was Daddy?" the girl asked in wonder. Her mother had
handed her a spoon and a cookie sheet, and she was now keeping
her hands busy by scooping up balls of dough and depositing the
majority of them on the sheet.
"Of course not, dear," replied the mother, taking one of the full
sheets and placing it in the oven. "Among other incongruities,
your father would never wear designer clothes."
"Marguerite!" returned the voice from the living room. The
television was now off and the man did not have to speak quite as
loudly.
"Yes, Daddy?"
"Is your mother telling you I would never wear designer
clothes?"
"Yes, Daddy. Mommy always says you have no taste in
clothing. She says you buy your outfits where most people buy
power tools."
"She's lying. Everything I own is Giorgio Armani or Joe
Boxer."
"Sure, Daddy. Go on, Mommy."
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"Anyway, at this point in my life I was very beautiful. My
chestnut hair flowed in curly waves down my back, my green eyes
shone, my breasts were large and firm. I wore a dark blue dress
with a deep V-neck collar that showed just the slightest amount of
cleavage and one of those side leg slits showing an equal amount
of thigh. Not slutty, just tempting. Believe me, darling, I was a
catch for any man who might walk in. And don't think I didn't
know it either! I played those places like pianos! I would sit on
the bar stools, smoke a cigarette, and nonchalantly watch TV, but I
always knew what was going on. I knew the second a desirable
man walked in the room, and then I would make my move."
"But this man, the one with the black hair and blue eyes, no
matter what I looked like that night there was no way I could equal
his beauty. And it was for this reason alone that I pulled the best
trick out ofmy hat and made my move. I put out my cigarette,
made sure I was showing a fair amount of leg, and walked up to
the bar stool where he had just sat down. I figured I would buy
him a drink. That usually throws men for a loop, you know. If
you act the aggressor. It's a good way to disarm them so you can
grab them before anyone else does. Remember that one for when
you get older."
Marguerite nodded her head solemnly in response to her
mother's advice.
"He was drinking beer - Budweiser, I remember. Which goes
to prove that just because someone is pretty, doesn't mean he has
taste. But I didn't even ask what it was he was drinking. I just
shot a look at the bartender and flicked my wrist like this. He
brought that beer right over. The man was pretty impressed that a
woman would pay for his drink. 'What do you do to have all this
money to throw around?' he asked in this low voice. T'm a spy,' I
replied. 'From Paraguay.' Which I was at the time."
"Marguerite," came the call from the living room. The crisp
sound of a newspaper's turning pages rattled under the man's
grumbling voice.
"Yes, Daddy?" The cookie dough had all been eaten or made
into balls and put in the oven. Marguerite had been given a glass
of milk, and as she responded to her father's beckoning, she wiped
a white mustache away from her upper lip.
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"Is your mother telling you that she was a spy from Paraguay?"
"Yes, Daddy. She always says that there is nothing more
exciting than Latin American people with sub-automatic
weaponry."
"She's lying. I was the spy. From Brazil. I was with the
Portuguese Language American Traitors and Offenders, a crack
team of philosophers and computer terrorists. I had the guns."
"Yes, Daddy. What were you saying, Mommy?"
"Well, I continued telling this man my story. T'm a spy from
Paraguay,' I said. 'Here to infiltrate Atlanta and all points South.'
Of course, I said this all in Spanish which I spoke fluently at the
time, being from South America and all. Unfortunately, since I've
become a fugitive living in suburban Maryland, I've been forced
to forget my mother tongue. But this man was impressed. I knew
it wasn't every day that he was picked up by a beautiful foreign
spy.
"So then, Marguerite, do you know what this amazing man that
I had just met said to me? He said, 'That's very interesting, Miss,
but I think Atlanta is in Georgia, and this is Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.' I tell you, it was the most beautiful thing I had ever
heard. Honesty is a difficult thing to find in any person, much less
a man, and I knew then that it was the one trait I would insist upon
for any man with whom I would fall in love.
"Because he had told me the geographic truth in a singles' bar
in Savannah, Georgia, I thought he might be willing to help me in
my noble mission. I was just about to recruit his services as a spy
— and as a man - when the strangest looking gentleman you could
imagine came up to us.
"Now, as a spy it was part of my training to notice everyone in
a room, but I had not noticed this man."
"Marguerite!" shouted the familiar voice from the living room,
and Marguerite leaned back on her stool, raising the front two legs
off the floor, just enough so that she could see the very tip of her
father's head and the back of the recliner in which he was sitting.
"Yes, Daddy?" Marguerite could no longer tell what her father
was doing in the living room, and disappointed, carefully leaned
forward again, making sure her mother did not notice her
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somewhat dangerous and definitely reproachable behavior with
the stool.
"Is your mother telling you that there was an occasion when
she actually did not notice a man walk into a room?"
"Yes, Daddy. But she always says that it's a woman's job to
notice all possible suitors in enclosed places. They're easier to
catch that way."
"Well, she's right about that. But she's never missed a one.
Your mother has a sixth sense about testosterone."
"Yes, Daddy. Keep talking, Mommy."
"Well, this man I did not notice. He was skinny and tall,
balding but with slicked back red hair and squinty green eyes, a
combination that, once it grabs your attention, makes you wonder
how you could ever have missed it. He wore thick glasses with
black rims and a grey wool suit that was much too large for his
slight frame.
"'Excuse me, sir,' he said to the man to whom I was speaking,
'are you hitting on my wife? Did you know that this is a married
woman?' The stranger was obviously upset, very angry, very sad
- almost on the verge of tears. 'Penelope!' he said to me, taking a
handkerchief from his breast pocket, 'how could you do this? How
could you leave me at home with Marx and Engels then run off to
a singles' bar?' 'Marx and Engels?' asked my good looking
friend. I, of course, shrugged. I had no idea of whom this stranger
was speaking. 'They're our cats! ' he wailed, putting his head on
my friend's shoulder and crying hysterically.
"Now, Marguerite, I had never seen this man before in my life,
not that I was opposed to seeing him at that moment. Nevertheless,
I did not know him nor did I know his house nor did I know his
cats. I thought he had me confused with some other beautiful
woman with black hair and blue eyes. One never knows when a
husband will confuse a beautiful stranger for his wife, and I tried
to tell him that my name was Cassandra not Penelope and that I
was allergic to cats, but he just kept insisting! 'Don't do this,' he
kept saying. T love you, please come home! I'll never ask you to
clean the toilet again.'"
"Marguerite!" Once again the voice rumbled from the living
room.
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"Yes, Daddy?"
"Is your mother telling you her name is Cassandra?"
"Yes, Daddy. Today that's what she's telling me." Marguerite
turned to look at her mother who was trying to close the oven door
with her foot while carrying two sheets of hot cookies.
"It's not. It's Penelope--"
"Oh," said the little girl, cutting off her father. She jumped
excitedly off the stool and exclaimed, "That was Daddy! The man
who said you have cats!" She tugged on her mother's shirt and
looked up at her for a sign of agreement.
"Yes," said her mother with the peaceful smile of a madonna.
"The poor beautiful man to whom I had been speaking was utterly
disgusted by my abandonment of my husband and my pets. He
called me a crazy woman and told your father that he should look
for someone better, someone who would feed the cats and clean
the toilet. Then he grabbed his hat and left the bar. So you see,
Marguerite, your father ran off the best potential suitor of my life
that fateful night at Singles in Charleston, South Carolina. And
because there were no other decent men in the bar, I was forced to
talk to him - this weirdo who made up stories about me and my
life. This man who had no ethical qualms about lying in order to
get a girl. So, as it stands, I'm sure you can understand how that
night we fell in love."
The man got up from his recliner in the living room and walked
sluggishly into the kitchen. He leaned against a counter, and after
sharing a secretive, droll smile with his wife, spoke to his
daughter.
"Marguerite," he said one final time.
"Yes, Daddy?" asked the little girl. She sat back on the stool
with her elbows on the counter and her chin cupped in her hands.
"Is your mother telling you she and I met at a singles' bar?"
"Yes, Daddy. You know you did."
"It's not true. We met at a picnic. At a church. On a Sunday.
In Des Moines."
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Not Even a Valentine
I will love you for as long
As the kingfisher keeps his point of view
Perched on the miles of confessional wires
Connecting me to you
And I will love you for the time
It takes the shells you gather from the sea
To send you running from your sandy rooms
Returning you to me
Or I will love you until trails
Of winter suns no longer lead me home
To sound such promises: I'm only breath,
My heart inside a poem.
David Starnes
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Blackberries
Blackberries?????
BLACKberries!?, but why?
When indeed they are-
actually are definitely-
quite a decided study
in purpleness.
Deep, Deep, Purple,
with tiny silver reflections
of a hundred suns
on miniature satin globes.
Yes, purple surely.
Certainly more purple than
most grapes can claim.
Purpler and less fickle
than purple evening skies,
which are apt to leak
pinks and lavender and such.
Pretty, but not purple.
Eggplants do purple rather nicely
but without much excitement.
It is blackberries that
do purple so well.
BLACKberries!
Brenda Talley
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Namesake
Like a town crier in mid-afternoon
an unseen neighbor calls out for her child.
She sings the first fond syllable (the word is day)
and hangs it in the humid air.
Held by hearing it seems to sway
and, said, evaporates.
The second half is thin ( the letter v).
It trails away, falls back into the green and gracious yard,
then silence for a heartbeat, two beats, three,
until the mother reaches up again.
The name is heightened by a question mark,
as measured as the angle of a roof.
It might have fastened to her mouth.
A smaller voice, a pebble tossed at cobblestones,
a splinter in the front porch step,
lifts from the August heat
more in a register than in reply.
His is the name imposed upon my Christian name
(the formal meant beloved
before I heard it spoken, heard it hold)
and shed much later than its innocence.
I almost answer for that child
as if returning home by sound.
David Starnes
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